
 'The $300 House' Challenge  

1/2 Be City - Honeycombs - Wabenstadt
Work in progress A house in the form of a hexagon. I build the house with the new building material "Honeycom Plate"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zK534Bl-mDc in a Hexagom Plot. Here a India Firm we produce this material:
www.vasparhoneycomb.com

 
Solution

$ 300 house - Pricing

1x concrete: about $ 20
6x Honeycombwände a 30 dollars: $
180
1x roof window: $ 20
1x door: $ 10
6x guide: $ 15
1x roof: $ 40
Incidentals (such as screws,
dowels, ...): $ 20

Total: $ 295

Basic consideration
Why are there slums? Why do
people move into a slum?
Refugees and very poor people have
nothing. A few household items,
some clothes and your life, nothing
else. A person in Europe can hardly

understand it, he must have been
there to understand it can be.
Some people are in the country to
escape debt, and very. What can a

http://www.jovoto.com/projects/300house/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/300house/ideas/12148
https://uploads3.jovo.to/idea_attachments/439951/betown-jovoto-1011_bigger.jpg?1447354762
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